
Some liner patterns may be out of stock.

Please make sure to reference the Liner Pattern Brochure for
most up to date availability.  You can view that brochure at

 
www.ingroundpooldesign.com/liner-patterns

Liner Pattern
Examples & Photographs



Tropical Bloom offers a very similar overall color as Mayan.  The
main feature of Tropical bloom is the unique floral border, which

leans more traditional than Mayan's brick border.

Tropical Bloom 27 mil



Mosaic , Siesta Wave, & Stone Seaglass Verona 27 mil

Our most popular liner choices, the three Verona patterns feature a tan pebble base pattern.  These
patterns are a great choice if you'd like your pool to have a natural look.  The water color changes in

saturation from the shallow end to the deep end, just as a natural body of water would.  Don't be
alarmed by how brown the liner is upon install!  Once water is in the pool you will be treated with a range

of blue-green water color that blends well into most outdoor settings.  If you are going for calm and
sophisticated, one of these could be the pattern for you!



Dark Blue Diamond & Samara 30 mil

The Blue Grotto liners are the newest offerings for 2024.  To get an idea of the style of these liners,
take a look at Electric Oxford and Breaking Seawall on the next page.  The base patterns are very
similar for these liners, so the overall color will be about the same.  If you like a true blue liner and

find the modern borders of Collage Mosaic or Beach House appealing, then these are a great option.

Collage Mosaic & Beach House Blue Grotto 28 mil

Dark Blue Diamond & Samara  features a blue pebble
base.  The water color created by these liners is a medium
to dark blue.  They offer a true blue color, and are a great

option if you are looking for a subtle border or more
modern feel.

PHOTOS
COMING
SOON!



Covington and Breton Braid 27/20

These two liners are very
similar; they use the same

base pattern and both have
borders that blend in well.  In

terms of color, the pool will
read a medium to dark blue..  

Electric Oxford and Electric Seawall are similar to Dark Blue Diamond and Samara in terms of color
and saturation.  However, the Electric liners feature a more vibrant border, especially Electric Oxford.  

The base pattern of the Electric liners also has more variation and movement, which will allow
sunlight to bounce around and give the pool more sparkle than the blue pebble base of Dark Blue
Diamond and Samara.  The Electric liners are very popular for those who want a vibrant blue pool .

Electric Oxford & Breaking Seawall 28 mil



Bayview Slate and Siesta Wave Tan 20 mil

Bayview Slate and Siesta Wave Tan are great light to
medium true blue options.  The base pattern has a
lot of white in it which helps the water to sparkle in

the sunlight.  If you want a vibrant and playful look,
these could be the pattern for you!



Stacked Marble and Rustic Diamond 20 mil

Stacked Marble and Rustic Diamond
both use a gray pebble base

pattern.  This will create an effect
similar to the Verona liner patterns:
a range of blue/green water that is

more saturated in the deep end.  
These patterns are a great choice if
your home exterior leans more gray

than tan.



 Sunburst 20 mil

Wave Ocean Pearl is one of the newest liner patterns,
and has quickly become one of the top choices.  It

features a mosaic base and border in shades of blue
and gray.  The addition of gray allows the water to
take on a slightly more aqua/green tint.  This is a
great in between option if Stacked Marble/Rustic
Diamond are too gray for your tastes or backyard
design, but you like a shade that's not true blue.

Wave Ocean Pearl 20 mil

Sunburst has a beautiful tiled base pattern with lots of
movement.  The overall color will read as a light to medium aqua

blue.  This popular patterns will look great in almost any
backyard.



Cambridge Aquarius 20 mil

Cambridge Aquarius has been a favorite liner
year after year.  This liner gives your pool a

classic dark blue shade, but the white in the liner
still allows for light reflectivity and sparkle.


